DISCOVER THE FIRST ERASABLE, DIRECT-TO-PRINT AND ABRASION-RESISTANT ACRYLIC SHEET.

Plaskolite, the leader in innovative substrates, introduces the E-Series collection — a dry erasable acrylic sheet, available in direct-to-print, with an abrasion- and chemical-resistant coating that is perfect for contemporary markerboard designs and many anti-graffiti applications.

OPTIX E-DA COMBINES THE INNOVATION OF DIRECT-TO-PRINT TECHNOLOGY WITH ANTI-GRAFFITI AND MARKERBOARD CAPABILITIES.

• Create contemporary, frameless installations showcasing brand, imagery or art
• Traditional dry erase chemical resistance turns a sign into a functional markerboard
• Abrasion and chemical resistance one side, enhanced UV ink adhesion properties on the other
• Developed and tested with leading manufacturers of digital flatbed printers
• Ideal for office, entertainment venues and high-traffic environments
• OPTIX-E is available for more traditional makerboards. Available in Clear, 3015 White, 2025 Black and FABBACK Mirror
• Abrasion- and chemical-resistant coating available on one or two sides of the OPTIX-E Clear, 3015 White and 2025 Black
• Contact Plaskolite for custom color, size and thickness availability

EXPO® Standard, EXPO® Low Odor, Quartet®, Remarx® and Marks-A-Lot® marker brands were tested on the OPTIX E-Series products. All ink was able to be removed, without leaving behind any residue or ghosting, after a 15 week period.